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Central Washington 4, North Idaho 3 (Mar. 1, 2000 at Royal City)
North Idaho College inning 1 Clements struck out swinging. Smith P flied out to rf. Lawson flied out to
lf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 1 Trodahl tripled to right center. Friese singled
to shortstop, RBI; Trodahl scored. Friese stole second. Powell singled to center field, RBI; Friese scored.
Knight struck out swinging. Schumacher struck out swinging. Clink struck out swinging. 2 runs, 3 hits, 0
errors, 1 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 2 Oglesbee grounded out to 2b. Tatum popped up to 2b. Huber grounded out
to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 2 Lloyd struck out looking. Bridges tripled
to center field. Bahr struck out swinging. Trodahl singled to left field, RBI; Bridges scored. Friese struck
out looking. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 3 LaCasse struck out swinging. Smith B reached on an error by 1b, advanced
to second. Emerson reached on an error by 2b; Smith B advanced to third. Emerson stole second.
Clements reached on a fielder's choice, RBI; Emerson advanced to third; Smith B scored, unearned. Smith
P struck out swinging. Lawson singled to right center, RBI; Clements advanced to third; Emerson scored,
unearned. Oglesbee grounded out to 3b. 2 runs, 1 hit, 2 errors, 2 LOB. Central B Squad inning 3 Powell
popped up to ss. Knight struck out swinging. Schumacher struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0
LOB.
North Idaho College inning 4 Tatum struck out swinging. Huber singled to right field. LaCasse walked;
Huber advanced to second. LaCasse advanced to second on a passed ball; Huber advanced to third. Smith
B popped up to ss. Emerson struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. Central B Squad inning 4
Clink struck out looking. Tannahill to 3b for Lloyd. Tannahill grounded out to p. Bridges grounded out
to ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 5 Cleary to c for Clink. Lloyd to p for Bridges. Clements singled. Clements
stole second. Smith P struck out looking. Lawson grounded out to p. Oglesbee flied out to cf. 0 runs, 1
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Fulton to cf for Trodahl. Kelley to 2b for Friese. Diefenbach to ss for Powell.
Peterson to rf for Knight. Brown to 1b for Schumacher. Shepard to lf for Bahr. Shepard struck out
swinging. Fulton singled. Fulton out at second c to ss, caught stealing. Kelley struck out swinging. 0
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 6Tatum singled to right field. Beers pinch ran for Tatum. Huber reached on
an error by 2b; Beers advanced to second. LaCasse reached on a fielder's choice to first base; Huber
advanced to second; Beers out at second 1b to ss. Smith B reached on a fielder's choice to third base;
LaCasse advanced to second; Huber out at second 3b to ss. Emerson reached on an error by 1b, advanced
to second; Smith B advanced to third; LaCasse scored, unearned.
Clements grounded out to ss. 1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Tatum to 3b for Beers. Diefenbach hit by pitch. Diefenbach out at second c to
ss, caught stealing. Peterson struck out looking. Brown grounded out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 7 Smith P grounded out to ss. Lawson grounded out to ss. Oglesbee flied out
to rf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 7 Cleary grounded out to p. Tannahill struck
out swinging. Lloyd singled. Shepard grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 8 Tatum grounded out to 2b. Huber grounded out to 2b. LaCasse grounded
out to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 8 Fulton grounded out to p. Kelley
grounded out to 3b. Diefenbach singled to center field. Peterson grounded out to p. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,
1 LOB.

North Idaho College inning 9 Smith B singled to left field. Emerson grounded into double play c to 2b to
p; Smith B out on the play. Clements singled to left field. Smith P struck out swinging, out at first c to
1b. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. Central B Squad inning 9 Brown popped up to 2b. Cleary struck out
swinging. Tannahill grounded out to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 10 Lawson grounded out to 2b. Oglesbee singled to left field. Hansen pinch
ran for Oglesbee. Tatum singled to shortstop; Hansen advanced to second. Huber reached on an error by
1b; Tatum advanced to second; Hansen out at third 1b to 2b to rf to c. LaCasse reached on a fielder's
choice; Huber out at second ss to 2b. 0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. Central B Squad inning 10 Oglesbee
to 1b for Hansen. Lloyd tripled to right center. Trodahl to lf for Fulton. Friese to 1b for Kelley. Knight
to cf for Peterson Schumacher to rf for Brown. Bahr to 2b for Shepard. Bahr struck out swinging.
Trodahl grounded out to 3b. Friese grounded out to p. 0 runs, hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 11 Smith B popped up to 3b. Emerson popped up to 3b. Clements singled to
left field. Clements stole second. Clements stole third. Smith P grounded out to 2b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0
errors, 1 LOB. Central B Squad inning 11 Diefenbach struck out looking. Knight struck out looking.
Schumacher flied out to rf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 12 Kamieniecki to c for Cleary. VanWert to p for Lloyd. Lawson grounded
out to 2b. Oglesbee grounded out to p. Tatum grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 12 Kamieniecki popped up to ss. Tannahill struck out looking. VanWert
grounded out to 1b unassisted. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 13 Huber struck out swinging. LaCasse struck out swinging. Smith B
grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 13 Bahr flied out to rf. Trodahl walked. Friese walked; Trodahl advanced to
second. Diefenbach flied out to lf. Knight grounded out to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 14 Emerson struck out swinging. Clements struck out looking. Smith P struck
out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 14 Schumacher popped up to 2b.
Kamieniecki struck out swinging. Tannahill grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 15 Lawson grounded out to p. Oglesbee flied out to rf. Tatum flied out to lf.
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. Central B Squad inning 15 VanWert singled to right center. Bahr walked;
VanWert advanced to second. Trodahl popped up to 3b. Friese out at first p to 2b, SAC; Bahr advanced to
second; VanWert advanced to third. Powell to ss for Diefenbach. Powell hit by pitch. Knight grounded
out to p. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
North Idaho College inning 16 Huber doubled to center field. LaCasse struck out swinging. Smith B
popped up to 3b. Emerson grounded out to 1b unassisted. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. Central B Squad
inning 16 Schumacher doubled to center field, advanced to third on an error by cf, scored, unearned. 1
run, 1 hit, 1 error, 0 LOB.

Central Washington 17, Skagit Valley 0 (Mar. 9, 2000 at Yakima)
Skagit Valley CC inning 1 Bently popped up to ss. Cook grounded out to 2b. Francis walked. Plancich
popped up to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey walked. Shepard singled; Vessey advanced to second. Shepard stole
second; Vessey stole third. Shepard stole third; Vessey stole home. Lloyd singled to center field, RBI;
Shepard scored. Lantau reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Lloyd out at second 3b to 2b. Delgado
tripled to left center, RBI; Lantau scored. Hafer struck out swinging. Reed walked. Reed stole second.
Kamieniecki grounded out to 3b. 3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 2 Hawkins grounded out to 3b. Olson singled to left field. Cooper reached on a

fielder's choice to shortstop; Olson out at second ss to 2b. Hufferd flied out to cf. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Diefenbach out at first p to 2b. Vessey grounded out to 3b. Shepard tripled to
right center. Lloyd singled to center field, RBI; Shepard scored. Lantau reached on an error by 3b,
advanced to third; Lloyd scored, unearned. Delgado walked. Hafer struck out swinging. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1
error, 2 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 3 Bolden out at first c to 2b. Bently flied out to ss. Cook struck out swinging. 0
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Reed flied out to cf. Kamieniecki walked. Diefenbach singled to center field;
Kamieniecki advanced to second. Vessey singled to left field, RBI; Diefenbach advanced to second;
Kamieniecki scored. Shepard reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Vessey advanced to second;
Diefenbach advanced to third on an error by ss, scored, unearned. Lloyd singled to left field, 2 RBI;
Shepard scored; Vessey scored. Laethem to 1b for Lantau. Laethem struck out swinging. Moffet to rf for
Delgado. Moffet singled, advanced to second on an error by lf; Lloyd scored, unearned. Hafer singled to
right field, RBI; Moffet scored. Reed singled to center field; Hafer advanced to second. Kamieniecki
doubled to left field, 2 RBI; Reed scored; Hafer scored. Diefenbach doubled, advanced to third on an error
by lf, scored, RBI, unearned; Kamieniecki scored. Vessey reached on an error by lf, advanced to second.
Shepard singled to center field, RBI; Vessey scored, unearned. Lloyd singled to left field; Shepard
advanced to second. Laethem flied out to 2b. 11 runs, 10 hits, 4 errors, 2 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 4 Francis struck out swinging. Plancich struck out swinging. Hawkins reached
on an error by 3b. Olson grounded out to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Moffet flied out to lf. Hafer hit by pitch. Hafer advanced to second on a passed
ball. Hafer stole third. Reed singled to left center, RBI; Hafer scored. Kamieniecki reached on an error
by 1b; Reed advanced to second. Diefenbach grounded out to 2b; Kamieniecki advanced to second; Reed
advanced to third. Vessey struck out swinging. 1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 5 Cooper struck out swinging. Hufferd flied out to 2b. Bolden grounded out to
p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Central Washington 5, Skagit Valley 4 (Mar., 9, 2000 at Yakima)
Skagit Valley CC inning 1 Bently reached on an error by 1b. Cook struck out looking. Francis walked;
Bently advanced to second. Plancich reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Francis advanced to
second; Bently out at third ss to 3b. Hawkins walked; Plancich advanced to second; Francis advanced to
third. Olson singled to left field, 2 RBI; Hawkins advanced to second; Plancich scored; Francis scored.
Cooper reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Olson advanced to second; Hawkins out at third ss to 3b.
2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey grounded out to 3b. Shepard grounded out to p. Lloyd doubled to left
center, out at third lf to ss to 3b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 2 Hufferd singled to center field. Bolden struck out looking into double plau;
Hufferd out at second c to ss. Bently singled to center field. Bently advanced to second on a wild pitch.
Cook singled to left field, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; Bently scored. Cook out at third c to 3b,
caught stealing. 1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Lantau grounded out to ss. Delgado grounded out to 2b. Hafer grounded out to
ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Skagit Valley CC inning 3 Francis walked. Plancich flied out to 3b. Hawkins struck out swinging. Olson
reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Francis out at second ss to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Reed grounded out to p. Kamieniecki struck out swinging. Diefenbach
grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 4 Cooper grounded out to 1b unassisted. Hufferd singled to center field. Bolden
struck out swinging. Bently singled to right center; Hufferd advanced to second. Cook singled; Bently
advanced to second; Hufferd advanced to third on an error by cf, scored, unearned. Francis reached on a
fielder's choice to shortstop; Cook advanced to second; Bently advanced to third. Plancich flied out to rf.
1 run, 3 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Vessey singled to right center. Shepard walked; Vessey advanced to second.
Lloyd reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Shepard advanced to second; Vessey out at third p to 3b.
Lantau flied out to lf. Delgado walked; Lloyd advanced to second; Shepard advanced to third. Hafer
walked, RBI; Delgado advanced to second; Lloyd advanced to third; Shepard scored. Reed walked, RBI;
Hafer advanced to second; Delgado advanced to third; Lloyd scored. Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's
choice to shortstop; Reed advanced to second; Hafer out at third ss to 3b. 2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 5 Hawkins flied out to rf. Olson popped up to 1b. Cooper grounded out to p. 0
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Diefenbach reached on an error by 3b. Vessey singled to center field;
Diefenbach advanced to second. Shepard reached on an error by 3b, SAC, advanced to third; Vessey out
at second 2b to c; Diefenbach scored, unearned. Lloyd grounded out to ss, RBI; Shepard scored, unearned.
Lantau flied out to 3b. 2 runs, 1 hit, 2 errors, 0 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 6 Hufferd flied out to 2b. Bolden struck out swinging. Bently grounded out to
ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Delgado flied out to 2b. Hafer reached on an error by ss. Reed walked; Hafer
advanced to second. Olsufka pinch ran for Hafer. Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's choice to third base;
Reed advanced to second; Olsufka out at third 3b unassisted. Diefenbach lined out to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1
error, 2 LOB.
Skagit Valley CC inning 7 Hafer to lf for Olsufka. Cook flied out to lf. Francis flied out to 2b. Plancich
grounded out to 1b unassisted. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 7 Vessey doubled to left field. Shepard walked. Lloyd reached on an error by lf;
Shepard advanced to second; Vessey scored, unearned. 1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Central Washington 1, Lower Columbia 0 (Mar.11, 2000 at Yakima)
Lower Columbia CC inning 1 Myer grounded out to 2b. Roy walked. Ludwig grounded out to p; Roy
advanced to second. Willet grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Trodahl reached on an error by p, advanced to second on the throw. Trodahl
advanced to third on a passed ball. Friese reached on an error by cf; Trodahl scored, unearned. Powell
popped up to ss. Knight struck out swinging. Schumacher walked; Friese advanced to second. Tannahill
struck out swinging. 1 run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 2 Velke grounded out to 3b. Luce struck out looking. Thielen grounded out
to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Central B Squad inning 2 Clink singled to left field. Bridges reached on an error by c, SAC; Clink
advanced to second. Bahr struck out looking. Bridges stole second; Clink stole third. Trodahl popped up
to ss. Friese grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 3 Holde flied out to lf. Friese struck out swinging. Myer grounded out to ss.
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Powell flied out to cf. Knight flied out to cf. Schumacher walked. Tannahill
struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 4 Powell to 3b. Zahrowski to ss for Tannahill. Roy grounded out to 3b.
Ludwig struck out swinging. Willet grounded out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Clink struck out swinging. Bridges flied out to cf. Bahr grounded out to p. 0
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 5 Fulton to cf for Trodahl. Shepard to lf for Friese. Brown to 1b for Knight.
Peterson to rf for Schumacher. Kelley to 2b for Bahr. Velke doubled, out at third lf to ss to 3b. Luce
grounded out to 2b. Thielen walked. Thielen stole second. Holde grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0
errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Fulton struck out swinging. Shepard struck out swinging. Powell struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 6 Cleary to c for Clink. VanWert to p for Bridges. Friese grounded out to ss.
Myer reached on an error by lf. Roy out at first p to 2b, SAC; Myer advanced to second. Ludwig flied out
to cf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Brown struck out swinging. Peterson struck out swinging. Zahrowski struck
out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 7 Willet grounded out to 1b unassisted. Velke walked. Mattica pinch ran for
Velke. Luce hit by pitch; Mattica advanced to second. Thielen flied out to cf. Holde struck out swinging.
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Central Washington 8, Lower Columbia 1 (Mar. 11, 2000 at Yakima)
Lower Columbia CC inning 1 Myer lined out to p. Friese struck out looking. Roy struck out swinging. 0
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey tripled to left field. Diefenbach singled to left field, RBI; Vessey
scored. Delgado grounded out to 2b. Diefenbach stole second. VanWert singled to center field, RBI;
Diefenbach scored. Cleary singled to left field; VanWert advanced to second. Reed walked; Cleary
advanced to second; VanWert advanced to third. Laethem singled to left field, 2 RBI; Reed advanced to
second; Cleary scored; VanWert scored. Hafer struck out looking. Olsufka singled to right field, RBI;
Laethem advanced to second; Reed scored. Vessey grounded out to ss. 5 runs, 6 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 2 Ludwig grounded out to p. Willet struck out swinging. Thielen struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Diefenbach flied out to cf. Delgado singled to center field. Delgado out at
second c to ss, caught stealing. VanWert grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 3 Lloyd to p for VanWert. Lantau to c for Cleary. Luce walked. Luce

advanced to second on a wild pitch. Mattica struck out swinging. Keck flied out to lf. Holde singled to
right field, RBI; Luce scored. Myer singled to center field; Holde advanced to second. Holde out at third
c to 1b to 3b, caught stealing. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Lantau grounded out to 2b. Reed walked. Reed out at second c to ss, caught
stealing. Laethem grounded out to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 4 Friese popped up to ss. Roy flied out to cf. Ludwig reached on an error by
3b. Willet popped up to 2b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Hafer singled to right field. Hafer advanced to second on an error by ss.
Olsufka singled to right field; Hafer advanced to third. Vessey flied out to lf, SAC, RBI; Hafer scored.
Diefenbach reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Olsufka out at second 3b to 2b. Diefenbach out at
second c to ss, caught stealing. 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 5 Cleary to c for Lantau. Moffet to lf for Hafer. Thielen grounded out to ss.
Luce grounded out to 3b. Mattica struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Delgado doubled to left center. Lloyd singled to left field, RBI; Delgado
scored. Cleary reached on an error by 3b; Lloyd advanced to second. Reed flied out to cf. Laethem flied
out to rf. Cleary advanced to second on a wild pitch; Lloyd advanced to third. Lloyd scored on a wild
pitch, unearned. Moffet flied out to lf. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 6 Buck to ss for Diefenbach. Keck grounded out to 2b. Holde reached on an
error by ss. Myer singled; Holde advanced to second. Holde out at third c to p to 3b, caught stealing.
Friese singled; Myer advanced to second. Roy flied out to cf. 0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Olsufka singled to left field. Vessey reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher;
Olsufka out at second p to 2b. Vessey out at second c to p to 2b, caught stealing. Buck flied out to lf. 0
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lower Columbia CC inning 7 Ludwig lined out to p. Willet singled to center field. Thielen flied out to rf.
Luce grounded out to p. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Central Washington 5, Yakima Valley 4 (Mar. 27, 2000 at Yakima)
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 1 Martin hit by pitch. Kennedy lined into double play rf to 1b; Martin out on
the play. Robert popped up to 1b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey singled to left center. Diefenbach out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Vessey
advanced to second. Vessey stole third. Delgado reached on an error by ss, advanced to second; Vessey
scored, unearned. VanWert popped up to 3b. Brown singled to center field; Delgado advanced to third.
Reed reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Brown advanced to second. Hafer grounded out to p. 1
run, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 2 VanEpps doubled to right center. Mendez popped up to c. Anderwald out
at first c to 2b, SAC; VanEpps advanced to third. Davis struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Kamieniecki singled to left center. Kamieniecki stole second. Olsufka struck
out looking. Vessey flied out to rf. Kamieniecki out at third c to 3b, caught stealing. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0
errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 3 Lloyd to p for VanWert. Arens walked. Schut out at first p to 2b, SAC;

Arens advanced to second. Arens out at third c to 3b, caught stealing. Martin struck out swinging. 0 runs,
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Diefenbach walked. Delgado singled to left center; Diefenbach advanced to
second. Diefenbach stole third. Lloyd struck out swinging. Brown out at first p to 2b, SAC, RBI;
Delgado advanced to second; Diefenbach scored. Delgado stole third. Delgado scored on a passed ball,
unearned. Reed flied out to rf. 2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 4 Kennedy singled to right center. Kennedy advanced to second on a passed
ball. Robert singled to right center, RBI; Kennedy scored. VanEpps reached on an error by 3b; Robert
advanced to third. Mendez popped up to 2b. Anderwald grounded out to 3b, RBI; VanEpps advanced to
second on a fielder's choice; Robert scored, unearned. Davis struck out looking. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Hafer popped up to c. Kamieniecki singled to center field. Olsufka out at first
3b to 2b; Kamieniecki advanced to second on a fielder's choice. Vessey popped up to ss. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0
errors, 1 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 5 Arens struck out swinging. Schut singled to right center. Martin reached
on an error by c; Schut advanced to third. Kennedy singled to right center, RBI; Martin advanced to
second; Schut scored. Robert popped up to 1b. VanEpps intentionally walked; Kennedy advanced to
second; Martin advanced to third. Mendez flied out to cf. 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Diefenbach grounded out to 2b. Delgado singled to right center. Fulton pinch
ran for Delgado. Fulton stole second. Lloyd reached on an error by lf; Fulton advanced to third. Brown
flied out to cf. Reed flied out to cf. 0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 6 Anderwald singled to left field. Davis reached on an error by 3b;
Anderwald advanced to second. Arens flied out to lf. Schut singled to pitcher; Davis advanced to second;
Anderwald out at third p to 1b to 3b. Martin struck out swinging. 0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Hafer struck out swinging. Kamieniecki struck out looking. Olsufka struck out
looking. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 7 Kennedy reached on an error by rf. Robert out at first c to 2b, SAC;
Kennedy advanced to second. VanEpps intentionally walked. Mendez struck out looking. Anderwald
singled to center field, RBI; VanEpps advanced to second; Kennedy scored, unearned. Davis struck out
swinging. 1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 7 Vessey reached on an error by 3b. Diefenbach grounded out to 3b, SAC;
Vessey advanced to second. Delgado to rf for Fulton. Delgado singled to center field; Vessey advanced to
third. Shepard pinch ran for Delgado. Lloyd singled to left center, RBI; Shepard advanced to second;
Vessey
scored, unearned. Brown singled to right field, RBI; Lloyd advanced to second; Shepard scored. 2 runs, 3
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Central Washington 9, Yakima Valley 8 (Mar. 27, 2000 at Yakima)
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 1 Martin singled to right field. Kennedy struck out looking. Robert out at
first 1b to 2b; Martin advanced to second on a fielder's choice. VanEpps intentionally walked. Mendez
tripled to right center, 2 RBI; VanEpps scored; Martin scored. Anderwald singled to right field, RBI;
Mendez scored. Davis grounded out to 2b. 3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey walked. Vessey stole second. Diefenbach grounded out to p, SAC;
Vessey advanced to third. Delgado reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Vessey out at home p to c.
Lloyd tripled to left center, RBI; Delgado scored. Brown grounded out to 2b. 1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1
LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 2 Arens flied out to rf. Schut struck out looking. Martin struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Reed reached on an error by ss. Hafer grounded out to p, SAC; Reed advanced
to second. Kamieniecki doubled to right center, RBI; Reed scored, unearned. Olsufka grounded out to p,
SAC; Kamieniecki advanced to third. Vessey walked. Vessey out at second p to c to 2b, caught stealing.
1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 3 Kennedy tripled to left center. Robert singled to center field, RBI;
Kennedy scored. VanEpps intentionally walked; Robert advanced to second. Mendez out at first 1b to 2b,
SAC; VanEpps advanced to second; Robert advanced to third. Anderwald reached on a fielder's choice to
shortstop, RBI; VanEpps out at second ss unassisted; Robert scored. Davis struck out swinging. 2 runs, 2
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Diefenbach out at first p to 2b. Delgado struck out swinging. Lloyd singled to
left field. Brown singled to left center; Lloyd advanced to second. Reed flied out to lf. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0
errors, 2 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 4 Arens grounded out to ss. Schut grounded out to p. Martin popped up to
1b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Fulton to cf for Hafer. Fulton grounded out to p. Kamieniecki singled to left
center. Kamieniecki out at second c to ss, caught stealing. Shepard to lf for Olsufka. Shepard struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 5 Kennedy reached on an error by ss, advanced to second. Robert flied out
to lf. VanEpps singled to left field, RBI; Kennedy scored, unearned. Mendez singled to right center;
VanEpps advanced to second. Anderwald flied out to cf. Davis struck out swinging. 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error,
2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Vessey struck out swinging. Diefenbach grounded out to p. Delgado struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 6 Arens reached on an error by ss. Schut hit by pitch; Arens advanced to
second. Martin out at first p to 2b, SAC; Schut advanced to second; Arens advanced to third. Kennedy
walked. Robert struck out swinging. VanEpps singled to left field, 2 RBI; Kennedy advanced to third;
Schut scored; Arens scored, unearned. Mendez singled to left field; VanEpps advanced to second.
Anderwald struck out swinging. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Lloyd tripled to left field. Brown
Reed singled to right center, RBI; Brown scored. Fulton out
second. Kamieniecki singled to left center, RBI; Reed scored.
advanced to second on a fielder's choice. Vessey reached

tripled to left center, RBI; Lloyd scored.
at first p to 2b, SAC; Reed advanced to
Shepard grounded out to 2b; Kamieniecki
on an error by ss; Kamieniecki scored,

unearned. Vessey out at second c to ss, caught stealing. 4 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 7 Davis out at first p to 2b. Arens popped up to ss. Schut struck out
swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 7 Diefenbach singled to right field. Delgado out at first p to 2b; Diefenbach
advanced to second on a fielder's choice. Lloyd walked. Brown singled to right center, advanced to
second on the throw, 2 RBI; Lloyd scored; Diefenbach scored. Reed popped up to 2b. Fulton singled to
left center. Kamieniecki reached on an error by rf; Fulton advanced to second; Brown scored, unearned.
3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Central Washington 20, Green River 3 (Apr. 2, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Green River CC inning 1 Tuttle struck out looking. Zeimet walked. Gratz grounded out to 2b, SAC;
Zeimet advanced to second. Hill walked. Hill advanced to second on a wild pitch; Zeimet advanced to
third. Laswell singled to right field, 2 RBI; Hill scored; Zeimet scored. Russell flied out to cf. 2 runs, 1
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey doubled to left center. Vessey advanced to third on a passed ball.
Diefenbach walked. Vessey out at third 3b unassisted, runner left early. Delgado doubled, advanced to
third on an error by cf, scored, RBI, unearned; Diefenbach scored. VanWert grounded out to ss. Brown
grounded out to ss. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Green River CC inning 2 Hull hit by pitch. Callecod out at first p to 2b, SAC; Hull advanced to second.
Brownfield grounded out to 2b; Hull advanced to third. Hull scored on a passed ball, unearned. Tuttle
grounded out to 3b. 1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Reed singled to left center. Reed stole second. Hafer fouled out to 3b.
Kamieniecki singled to center field, RBI; Reed scored. Fulton popped up to 1b. Vessey grounded out to
ss. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Green River CC inning 3 Zeimet popped up to rf. Gratz reached on an error by 2b. Hill struck out
swinging. Laswell struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Diefenbach flied out to 2b. Delgado doubled to left center. Delgado advanced
to third on a passed ball. VanWert reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop, advanced to second; Delgado
scored on an error by c, unearned. Brown hit by pitch. Reed reached on an error by 3b; Brown advanced
to second; VanWert advanced to third. Hafer walked, RBI; Reed advanced to second; Brown advanced to
third; VanWert scored, unearned. Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Hafer advanced
to second; Reed advanced to third; Brown out at home 3b to c. Fulton walked, RBI; Kamieniecki
advanced to second; Hafer advanced to third; Reed scored, unearned. Vessey singled to center field,
advanced to second, 2 RBI; Fulton advanced to third; Kamieniecki scored, unearned; Hafer scored,
unearned. Diefenbach walked. Delgado doubled, advanced to third on an error by ss, 3 RBI; Diefenbach
scored, unearned; Vessey scored, unearned; Fulton scored, unearned. VanWert singled to center field,
RBI; Delgado scored, unearned. Brown singled to center field; VanWert advanced to second. VanWert
stole

third. Reed singled to center field, RBI; Brown advanced to second; VanWert scored, unearned. Hafer
singled to center field, RBI; Reed advanced to second; Brown scored, unearned. Kamieniecki reached on
a fielder's choice to third base; Hafer advanced to second; Reed out at third 3b unassisted. 11 runs, 7 hits,
3 errors, 2 LOB.
Green River CC inning 4 Russell popped up to cf. Hull lined out to p. Callecod struck out looking. 0
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Olsufka to cf for Fulton. Olsufka singled to third base. Vessey flied out to lf.
Buck to ss for Diefenbach. Buck reached on an error by 2b; Olsufka advanced to second. Delgado
homered to center field, 3 RBI; Buck scored, unearned; Olsufka scored. VanWert singled to center field.
Brown flied out to cf. Reed reached on an error by ss; VanWert advanced to second. Reed advanced to
second on a passed ball; VanWert advanced to third. Hafer singled to left field, RBI; Reed advanced to
third; VanWert scored. Kamieniecki singled to right center, RBI; Hafer advanced to second; Reed scored,
unearned. Olsufka singled to third base; Kamieniecki advanced t second; Hafer advanced to third.
Vessey singled to right center, RBI; Olsufka advanced to second; Kamieniecki advanced to third; Hafer
scored, unearned. Buck reached on a fielder's choice to second base; Vessey out at second 2b unassisted.
6 runs, 7 hits, 2 errors, 3 LOB.
Green River CC inning 5 Brownfield reached on catcher's interference. Tuttle struck out swinging.
Zeimet walked; Brownfield advanced to second. Gratz popped up to 3b. Hill struck out looking. 0 runs, 0
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Central Washington 2, Greem River 1 (Apr. 2, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Green River CC inning 1 Zeimet lined out to 3b. Gratz reached on an error by 3b. Hill out at first p to 2b,
SAC; Gratz advanced to second. Laswell grounded out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Vessey popped up to 1b. Diefenbach walked. Delgado grounded out to p;
Diefenbach advanced to second on a fielder's choice. Brown grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1
LOB.
Green River CC inning 2 Russell grounded out to p. Tuttle out at first p to 2b. Hull grounded out to 3b.
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Moffet popped up to ss. Reed walked. Reed stole second. Hafer struck out
looking. Kamieniecki flied out to cf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Green River CC inning 3 Callecod grounded out to 3b. Brownfield grounded out to 3b. Zeimet grounded
out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Olsufka walked. Olsufka stole second. Vessey lined out to cf; Olsufka
advanced to third on a fielder's choice. Diefenbach reached on an error by 2b. Delgado lined into double
play ss to 3b; Olsufka out on the play. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Green River CC inning 4 Lloyd to p for Bridges. Gratz grounded out to ss. Hill singled to second base.
Laswell popped up to rf. Russell struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Brown out at first 1b to p to 1b. Moffet walked. Moffet stole second. Reed
struck out swinging. Hafer lined out to ss. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Green River CC inning 5 Tuttle popped up to p. Hull grounded out to ss. Callecod singled to center field.
Brownfield struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Central B Squad inning 5 Kamieniecki reached on an error by ss. Kamieniecki stole second. Olsufka
grounded out to ss, SAC; Kamieniecki advanced to third. Vessey walked.
Vessey stole second.
Diefenbach flied out to 2b. Delgado walked. Brown grounded out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Green River CC inning 6 Zeimet reached on an error by ss. Gratz reached on an error by 3b; Zeimet
advanced to third. Hill grounded out to p; Gratz advanced to second on a fielder's choice. Laswell reached
on a fielder's choice to second base,
RBI; Gratz advanced to third; Zeimet scored, unearned. Laswell stole second. Russell popped up to ss.
Tuttle struck out looking. 1 run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Moffet grounded out to 3b. Reed walked. Hafer doubled to right center; Reed
advanced to third. Kamieniecki singled to right field, RBI; Hafer advanced to third; Reed scored.
Kamieniecki stole second. Olsufka singled to shortstop, RBI; Kamieniecki advanced to third; Hafer
scored. Olsufka stole second. Vessey hit by pitch. Diefenbach lined into double play ss to 3b;
Kamieniecki out on the play. 2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Green River CC inning 7 Hull grounded out to 3b. Callecod grounded out to ss. Brownfield popped up to
rf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Central Washington 8, Yakima Valley 0 (Apr. 3, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 1 Kennedy grounded out to p. Schut struck out swinging. Robert grounded
out to p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Reed walked. Reed stole second. Diefenbach reached on an error by 1b, SAC;
Reed scored, unearned. Diefenbach out at second c to ss, caught stealing. Vessey grounded out to 3b.
Lloyd popped up to 2b. 1 run, 0 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 2 VanEpps struck out swinging. Mendez struck out swinging. Hemmingson
singled to left center. Hemmingson advanced to second on a passed ball. Anderwald struck out swinging.
0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Delgado walked. Kamieniecki grounded out to ss; Delgado advanced to second
on a fielder's choice. Moffet doubled to left center, RBI; Delgado scored. Hafer grounded out to ss;
Moffet advanced to third on a fielder's choice. Olsufka singled to left field, RBI; Moffet scored. Olsufka
stole second. Olsufka advanced to third on a passed ball. Reed struck out swinging. 2 runs, 2 hits, 0
errors, 1 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 3 Davis reached on an error by lf, advanced to second. Arens popped up to
lf. Davis stole third. Kennedy struck out swinging. Schut grounded out to 3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Diefenbach reached on an error by lf. Diefenbach out at second c to ss, caught
stealing. Vessey doubled to center field. Lloyd popped up to lf. Delgado struck out looking. 0 runs, 1 hit,
1 error, 1 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 4 Robert flied out to cf. VanEpps singled to right field. Mendez popped up
to 1b. Hemmingson popped up to ss. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Kamieniecki reached on an error by lf, advanced to second. Moffet singled to
right center, advanced to second on the throw; Kamieniecki advanced to third. Hafer singled to right
center, advanced to second on the throw, 2 RBI; Moffet scored; Kamieniecki scored, unearned. Hafer out
at second c to ss, caught stealing. Olsufka grounded out to 3b. Reed grounded out to 3b. 2 runs, 2 hits, 1
error, 0 LOB.

Yakima Valley Colleg inning 5 Anderwald grounded out to ss. Davis grounded out to p. Arens popped up
to lf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Diefenbach grounded out to 3b. Vessey popped up to lf. Lloyd grounded out to
3b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 6 Kennedy singled to center field. Schut popped up to 3b. Robert out at
first p to 2b, SAC; Kennedy advanced to second. VanEpps struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Delgado singled to left field. Kamieniecki flied out to 3b. Moffet singled to left
center; Delgado advanced to second. Hafer reached on an error by lf; Moffet advanced to second; Delgado
advanced to third. Olsufka walked, RBI; Hafer advanced to second; Moffet advanced to third; Delgado
scored. Reed singled to left field, RBI; Olsufka advanced to second; Hafer advanced to third; Moffet
scored. Diefenbach singled to right field, RBI; Reed advanced to second; Olsufka advanced to third; Hafer
scored, unearned. 3 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.

Central Washington 9, Yakima Valley 4 (Apr. 3, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 1 Kennedy singled to center field, advanced to second on the throw. Martin
popped up to 1b. Robert grounded out to 3b. VanEpps singled to right field, RBI; Kennedy scored.
Mendez singled to left field; VanEpps advanced to second. Mendez advanced to second on a wild pitch;
VanEpps advanced to third. Hemmingson reached on an error by 2b; Mendez scored, unearned; VanEpps
scored, unearned. Davis reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Hemmingson out at second 3b to ss to
2b. 3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 1 Reed reached on an error by 1b. Reed stole second. Diefenbach walked.
Diefenbach advanced to second on a passed ball; Reed advanced to third. Vessey grounded out to p.
Bridges singled to center field, 2 RBI; Diefenbach scored; Reed scored, unearned. Delgado popped up to
ss. Bridges advanced to second on a passed ball. Kamieniecki struck out looking. 2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1
LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 2 Arens popped up to lf. Schut singled to left center. Kennedy struck out
swinging. Schut out at first c to 1b, picked off. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 2 Moffet struck out swinging. Hafer singled to right center. Olsufka singled to
left field; Hafer advanced to second. Reed reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Olsufka advanced to
second; Hafer out at third p to 3b. Diefenbach struck out swinging. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 3 Martin grounded out to p. Robert popped up to ss. VanEpps flied out to
lf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 3 Vessey reached on an error by 2b. Bridges reached on a fielder's choice to third
base; Vessey out at second 3b to ss. Delgado singled to left field; Bridges advanced to second.
Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Delgado advanced to second; Bridges advanced to
third. Moffetreached on an error by 3b; Kamieniecki advanced to second; Delgado scored, unearned;
Bridges scored, unearned. Hafer struck out looking. Olsufka struck out swinging. 2 runs, 1 hit, 2 errors, 2
LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 4 Mendez walked. Hemmingson out at first c to 2b, SAC; Mendez advanced
to second. Davis struck out swinging. Arens popped up to lf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 4 Reed out at first p to 2b. Diefenbach singled to left center. Vessey tripled to

right center, RBI; Diefenbach scored. Bridges grounded out to 3b. Delgado popped up to c. 1 run, 2 hits,
0 errors, 1 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 5 Schut struck out looking. Kennedy flied out to cf. Martin grounded out to
p. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central B Squad inning 5 Kamieniecki struck out swinging. Moffet popped up to 3b. Diefenbach to lf.
Buck to ss for Hafer. Buck struck out looking. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 6 Robert singled to center field. VanEpps walked; Robert advanced to
second. Mendez popped up to c. Hemmingson lined out to lf. Davis singled to pitcher; VanEpps
advanced to second; Robert advanced to third. Arens reached on an error by ss; Davis advanced to second;
VanEpps advanced to third; Robert scored, unearned. Schut struck out looking. 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 3
LOB.
Central B Squad inning 6 Olsufka singled to right field, advanced to second on the throw. Olsufka stole
third. Reed singled to right field, RBI; Olsufka scored. Reed stole second. Diefenbach grounded out to
3b. Vessey singled to right field, RBI; Reed scored. Bridges reached on an error by lf; Vessey advanced
to second. Delgado reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Bridges advanced to second; Vessey out at
second ss unassisted. Kamieniecki reached on an error by ss, advanced to second, out at second lf to ss;
Delgado scored, unearned; Bridges scored, unearned. 4 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors, 0 LOB.
Yakima Valley Colleg inning 7 Kennedy grounded out to p. Martin grounded out to p. Robert lined out to
rf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

	
  

